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Affordably and effectively stay atop the intensely active world coins market with this go-to guide.

The streamlined layout of this reference provides access to nearly 25,000 coin prices of circulating

coins from 1901 to the present. 20,000 high-quality photos for accurate identification Completely

analyzed and updated prices A bonus DVD with image enlargement capabilities Learn to stay in the

know and make the most of every coin collecting opportunity with this coin reference in hand.
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Thomas Michael & George Cuhaj are experienced and accomplished numismatists and

researchers. They are both avid collectors with a passion for this hobby. Tom has performed

in-depth price analysis for the KP numismatic book line for nearly 20 years. George offers a wealth

of knowledge to the KP line.

After the disastrous new edition of World Coins 1901-2000 with 6-7 missing countries and lots of

typos, this book comes as a nice surprise: no major faults and clear coin images! The 'circulating'

only edition deserves another commendation for getting rid of "Isle of man" and other 'puppet'

countries issuing coins for numismatic purposes only. It has however its flaws, mainly the fact that

the price changes of silver in the last 4 years haven't been incorporated. A CD or DVD addition

would have been very useful as well. To sum it up, if you need one, buy it but perhaps wait for the



next one due May 2013, It will hopefully incorporate the latest silver price changes. Or just a wish,

combine the Modern World Coins (Red Book - still best organised for any new collector) and this

issue to one volume with all coins having images, updated prices and cleared from all

commemorative issues (just a wish....)

Great reference (13th edition, 2011) for those interested in circulating world coins, 1901 - present!

With countless photos, prices by conditions for each date and mint mark, and mintage figures where

available, this is a must have reference for those interested in coins minted for circulation. Only

drawback to the 13th edition, is that it did not come with a DVD like the 12th edition did. The DVD

allows the user to view the entire content of the 12th edition in PDF format, which is great as

opposed to having to lug the metropolitan like phone book sized book to coin shows, coin stores,

etc. Still hoping that the publisher makes an electronic version of this superb reference available

soon!

Coins are not included

I'm a beginner coin collector and needed a book to tell me as much information about foreign coins

as the Red Book does about American coins. This is NOT that book! I have yet to find one single

coin that I looked up. It has a lot of information and pictures of obscure coins that I've never heard or

seen of and never will. I wanted a book to help me with identifying the value as well as identifying

common foreign coins such as the Chinese Panda, the Canadian Maple Leaf, and the Australian

Koala. NONE of these coins are to be found anywhere in this book! Useless!

I bought my first world coin book back in 2000. It did not have a wide variety of countries. This book

on the other hand has every country of every world coin that I have. It includes good quality pictures

and coin prices based on quality of the coin in question. Also, in the front of the book are pictures of

common coins with quick references to the coin's county if it is uncertain of where a particular coin

is from and the language is unfamiliar. Awesome tool for any coin collector to have.

This book is better than I expected. Very informative. It's a good size book, much bigger than I

thought it would be but it is easy to use. I had several foreign coins and didn't know where they

came from. Every one of them was in this book. Pictures are great, most enlarged so you can see

them. It also came with a DVD from the back of the book that I wasn't aware of when I purchased it.



Overall, this book is exactly what I was looking for.

this book came with front cover damaged also the quality of the printed information was very poor

making it to very difficult to read. Also quality of pictures of coins very bad as I am forced to use the

internet if i want to see what the coin should look like as the images are blurry and very poorly

printed.I will defiantly not recommend this book to beginners it is aimed for professionals.

The way this book is layed out is fantastic from the quick reference guide to the photos of every coin

listed so there can be no mix up or chance that you might not have the correct coin. One of the best

books on modern world coins I have found to date. If you have any interest at all in world coins this

is a book you should have in your book case.
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